
   

 

 

 

     

Where Are You Going? 

(Revelation 21:2 NIV Bible: “I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God …” 

Imagine you, the ‘Stig’ - the Stud; not of the best-man-riding-the-best-horse=STUD variety, 

but see the above best/first-driver of the most modern car/rocket/space-technology version!  

Who is not identified … so that you, YES YOU, could imagine yourself doing it! Maybe,       

it was you and you are keeping this a secret! Maybe it’s me, but I am much older,              

so imagine/remember Indiana Jones; when he was a part-time lecturer and was 

sometimes ‘away’ busy doing real archaeology! Oh, if they only knew what their teacher 

was doing … for them! (Saving their world) (Like Me = working my fingers to the bone!) 

The ‘Stig” = You push on the brakes … come out of hyper-space-speed-drive … check that 

the planet looks like the one on your map/picture screen. Therefore someone had to know 

that this is what it looks like and where to go, & that it would be specifically here on arrival: 

Instead of crashing into it, appearing in the core of it, or just a bit further away needing a 

boring bit of space-slow-travel to get closer. Of course not so far away, as to get smashed 

in the back-end by Mars in its natural orbit. Imagine the Insurance claim = they would put 

the blame on YOU pulling out into traffic in the truck-lane/I mean the planet’s-priority-path. 

IE: Mars can’t stop, slow down or evade you, etc!) 

 Some ‘out-there-ideas’ we are benefitting from in 

this modern age! Direct result of people who 

‘went-out-of-their-minds’ (not crazy) to explain 

their ideas/imaginations/mind-travels to the stars. 

They put their minds to it = we are now doing! 

How brilliant WERE they … to convince 

governments & industry to start building 

space-rockets instead of war-ones.  

“It is impossible … only … until …  it was done!” (Thanks Hyundai car history) 

How hard is it - to pass a football while running - to your team mate who is also running? 

Olympians stand and try to shoot a ‘fast-flung-clay-pigeon’ aiming at where it will soon be!   

Surely kids have had a ball thrown, for them to run to catch it & to splash-land in the pool! 

How does the Stig get to the Moon, Mars or anywhere? 

Here is a diagram of how they get to the moon. Speed-up 

loops help give a gravity-assisted boost. So maybe your 

radio signal is squeaky on approach and slow-mo as you 

increase your speed faster = “Hi(pitch/sound) MUM,” then 

Bbyyyyeeee Mmmuuummmmmmmy as you go away.  

Passenger: “Are we there yet x 5?” Pilot: “Nup, haven’t even gone anywhere yet x 5!” 

Passenger: “Surely we can land now x 5?” Pilot: “Nup, haven’t slowed enough yet x 5!” 



Where Are You Going? – page 2. 

To get to Mars with our fastest rocket, we ‘shoot-the-gun’ about 

opposite to where we see it, say at Conjunction = to ‘hit-it’ at 

Opposition (when it is exactly opposite Earth): because that is 

how long it takes the ‘bullet/rocket’ to get there! Imagine us 

sending exactly monthly supplies of food/medicines/oxygen/water. 

Some would arrive 6 months later, stretching to a year later. 

Consider also that: we are being tugged along by the Sun, as it 

moves through our tentacle of our spiral arm of our Milky Way 

galaxy, which is also moving through space = watch out for 

Andromeda Galaxy crashing/merging or passing through ours? 

So exactly, where, to point the ‘hyper-space-drive’ spaceship?  

We are in an expanding universe:     

<Left ‘progression-spheres diagram’ is 

better than the right ‘bell-expansion’> 

version or a ‘shot-gun’ model, both are 

multiple stages overlapped time models.   

Many movies = well-known dramas (acting/pretending) 

‘teaching-us-science’ about ‘real’ Multiple Universes:    

Also parallel universes, repetitive life experiences, or 

swapping near-identical-realities, + strange life-forms! 

The bigger the universe or ‘reality options’ promoted 

as real = that are truly imaginary (prove me wrong) 

…sadly, the smaller/impersonal/unimportant we feel!    

“If we’re made from matter, we just don’t matter?” 

Then that begs the question about Heaven: Is it REAL? Where is it? How do we get there? It is as 

if we are certain that there is something/some-other-ones out there & we are spending a lot of     

the world’s money, time & resources to find some clue/signal/message from the stars or universe! 

But what if we HAVE the answer, or rather have been-answered. Not by me, but BY God – to YOU! 

He has provided the Bible with supporting evidence, history, archaeology, traditions + life-changed 

living examples of impossible-by-any-other-suggestions – so that FAITH or BELIEF is so amazing! 

Even the average person thinks or says, with a bit of hope, “God WILL let me into heaven – 

because I am ok, I have lived a good life, you know I haven’t killed anybody, or done anything bad!”  

In magazines, newspapers & the web, people read ‘horror-scopes’ = 

the word should be warning enough! I think that writers must be 

reading the star-shapes the wrong way around: If one starts with the 

Virgin-birth & goes the other way ending with the ‘Lion-King’ - it tells the 

story = like stepping through the Bible history piece by piece in the sky! 

Look to the Wonders of the heavens: they help us imagine the life God intends for us & everyone. 

Then let us put the same effort, money & creativity into making food-bombs deliver the needs of 

the starving. Medicine-cures for the sick. Seed-bombs to re-plant land we ruined - then avoid fixing. 

Then make movies about kindness & pleasant childhood experiences for all to desire/copy/do! 

Who said it has to be as it is? Who made the plan the world is following? What is their outcome? 

If there is no god – maybe we need to invent one! But if the Bible-God is real, why does it seem 

many want another-one, any-other-one-BUT-NOT-that-one? Maybe we don’t go anywhere,         

but God comes to us!  


